Abstract. We introduce a new approach for the deformation of surface and raster models in two and three dimensions. Rather then deforming the model, we deform the rendering agents employed to render it. We introduce the deflectors: a new set of operators for modeling both continuous and discontinuous deformations. When the scene is rendered by ray tracings, the deflectors bend sight rays traveling through space in a view-independent fashion. Images generated by these curved rays give the impression of a deformed space. Unlike previous methods, our approach deforms only those parts of the model that contribute to the final image. When deforming volumes we avoid resampling the volume during the deformation process. In addition, our approach can deform any object type that can be rendered by a ray casting algorithm, providing a unified solution to deformation of both surface and volume primitives. We describe and analyze a ray casting software implementation and present a hardware assisted slicing-based renderer which exploits texture mapping hardware to provide real-time volume deformation.
Introduction
When creating and animating complex models, one commonly creates a base model and then modifies it by altering its physical attributes such as shape, position, or appearance. Thus, we can express the new models as functional derivatives of the base model. For example, constructive solid geometry (CSG) uses primitive geometric objects (solids) to hierarchically build more complex objects by recursively applying 3D boolean operators. Animation systems build a base model that consists of geometric objects augmented by various physical laws. Subsequent models are generated, for each time step, by repeatedly computing the behavior of the model under the influence of these laws. Finally, warping (and morphing) techniques gradually map a source model to a target model by incrementally computing a function that converges the shape (and color) of the source to the target [3, 7, 10, 13, 16] . Changing (deforming) the shape of an object is one of the most basic and widely used modeling tools. Existing methods for object deformation provide different algorithms for each object type (e.g., 2D polygon, 3D polymesh, 2D image, 3D volume). Although not all parts of the model participate in the generation of an image, the whole model has to go through the deformation phase. After surveying, in the next subsection, previous related work, we turn to describe our approach which uses one deformation tool (the deflector) to deform any object that is ray traceable. Our approach, based on deforming the rendering primitives rather then objects, invests computation effort only in those regions of the model that contribute to the final image.
Background
Several existing deformation methods [2, 3, 16] can be thought of as space deformations. That is, each one is an operator deforming 2D or 3D space by mapping every point to a new location. When a geometric model (e.g., a polymesh) is embedded in a deformed space, any control point in the model (e.g. a vertex) is mapped to a new position. After computing the mapping of all the control points, one is free to render the new model with the most appropriate rendering algorithm. For example, if one employs a ray casting (or ray tracing) algorithm [5] , then a collection of rays is cast, from the eye, through each screen pixel, into the deformed scene. Traditionally, one has to develop an algorithm to compute the deformation operation for each object type. Obviously, one cannot use a volume deformation algorithm [7] , for example, to deform parametric surfaces. In addition, the separation between the modeling and rendering phases requires deforming the entire model -even those parts that do not contribute to the final image. Existing rendering schemes use different primitives for sampling space and generating images. These primitives are rendering agents. They create the interaction between the objects in space and the pixels on the resulting image. In ray casting (tracing) we sample space along sight rays, thus the sight rays are the rendering agents. In slicing based volume rendering [4] we render slices through the volume, thus the slices are the rendering agents for the slicing method. In object order polygon scan conversion there is no intermediate element for sampling space, thus there are no rendering agents. Our approach is based on modifying the sampling operation of the rendering agents. In ray casting, the rendering agents are sight rays thus we deform sight rays into curves according to the space deformation. Intersecting these curves with the scene objects creates an illusion of a deformed scene. The objects residing in the deformed space now appear to have changed their shape, although they have not been modified in any way. Barr [1] introduced the deformation of sight rays as a way to achieve the deformation of solid primitives. He used the inverse of one global deformation transformation in order to deform sight rays. Expressing a complex deformation, such as sculpting, in global terms is almost impossible computationally. Our approach employs an aggregate of many simple local deformation operators, thus making sight ray deflection easy to compute. When rendering with slicing [4] , we deform the rendering agents -polygon slices into deformed samples of space. To simplify our presentation, we will use the intuitive example of ray casting in the discussion that follows. In Section 6 we will present the implementation of space deformation with deflectors in the context of a slicing renderer.
Space Deformation with Deflectors
Although existing methods for specifying object deformations (e.g., grids [16] , vectors [3] ) may be used to deform sight rays, we have chosen to introduce a new mechanism, called a deflector, that is specifically suited to our paradigm of ray deformation. A deflector is simply a local transform positioned in space, that bends all rays passing through its defined area of influence, as shown in Figure 1 . In the work presented here, we define this area of influence, which we call gravity field, as a circle (sphere), however, in the general case it can have any user defined shape. The deflector affects rays only within a limited area − a feature that ensures operator locality, allows the intuitive modeling of spatial deformations and supports an efficient implementation.
In order to generate local deformations in space, we have to transform all sight rays in a direction opposite to that of the desired visual effect. For example, in order to create a bump facing right on a model of a box (see Figure 1) , we must deflect all the sight rays passing along the right side of the box to the left. The four linear rays in Figure 1a do not intersect the box. When we transform them into curved rays, R 1 (black) and R 2 (blue) intersect the box, while R 3 (green) does not (Figure 1b) . The ray R 4 (red), as well as those parts of R 1 , R 2 and R 3 that do not intersect the deflector's gravity field, remain intact. In the final image, the color of the box will show in the pixels where R 1 and R 2 emerged and not in the ones where R 3 and R 4 emerged. This is equivalent to deforming the box description by adding a bump to its right side (See Figure 2c) . In the next section we define general requirements for any deflection transformation. In Section 3 we define three continuous deflectors and a discontinuous one. Section 4 describes modeling with multiple deflectors. Section 5 discusses rendering considerations for ray casting with deflectors. Section 6 describes an implementation of deflectors for hardware assisted volume rendering. We conclude with a discussion and future directions.
Requirements for a Deflection Transform
We denote T to be the deflection transform. T deforms points along a sight ray. We denote both the transform of a single point and of an entire ray by T. Define the field of gravity of a ray deflector to be a sphere of radius R centered at a point in space C. In order to make ray deflectors 'user-friendly' and intuitive for use as a modeling tool, as well as view independent, we impose restrictions on the deflection transformation T. We say that T is well behaved if it meets the following intuitive requirements:
1. T is local to the deflector field of gravity. Points outside the deflector field of gravity are not affected. This will make T a local operator. Locality provides ease of use and intuitive control for modeling as well as simplicity and efficiency in implementation.
2. T takes points inside the field of gravity to other points inside it. Each point in the field of gravity is the image of a single point, also within the field of gravity. This will make T preserve line intersections -that is -if two lines 
intersect at point p, then their transforms intersect at point T(p). This requirement is important because it makes our deflectors view independent.
3. T preserves the C 1 continuity of all rays. This will preserve a degree of smoothness along the boundary of the deflector's gravity field.
These intuitive requirements translate into the following formal definition: Given a deflector D centered at C with radius R and deflection transform T, we say that T is well behaved if:
1. For any point p, at distance r from C, if r>R, then T(p)=p.
2.
T is 1-1 and onto.
3.
For any line L, T(L) is a C 1 continuous curve.
The Deflectors

The Translate Deflector
We define A translate deflector by a 4-tuple <C, G, R, T> where C is a point in space defining a center of gravity, G is the gravity vector, R is the radius of a sphere (or circle in 2D) centered at C. This sphere defines the gravity field of the deflector. Finally, T is the translate deflection transformation.
In order to make the translate deflector more intuitive we add a fourth requirement to the previous three: T takes the center point C to the point C+G. When T is applied to any other point, the distance between the original point and the deformed one is smaller than the size of G. Controlling the transformation of the center point lets us create chains of deflectors. In these chains, each deflector deflects its center to the center of its successor. This will make modeling with multiple deflectors easier (see Section 4).
Translating this requirement into a formal definition we get: T(C) = C+G, and for any p ≠ C, . 
There are infinitely many transforms satisfying the above requirements. We chose one such transform that is also fast to compute. Given a deflector <C, G, R, T> and given a point p at distance r from C, we define the transform T of point p as: (1) T(p) is well behaved for all G s.t.
. A proof of this claim is presented in [11] .
Note that T(p) is a localized version of the affine translation transform. The translation power of the deflector is maximum at its center and it is attenuated towards the sphere boundary. Figure 1 demonstrates how the translate deflection transform deflects rays. Figure 2 shows examples of volumes deformed using a single translate deflector.
The Rotate Deflector
Much like the translate operator, the rotate operator operates on rays in a localized manner. It rotates points about a vector in space. We define A rotate deflector by a 5-tuple <C, R, V, A, T> where C is a point in space defining a center of gravity, R is the radius of a sphere (or circle in 2D) centered at C. This sphere defines the gravity field of the deflector. V is the rotate vector positioned at C. V controls the orientation of the rotate operation. A is the rotation angle about V. Finally, T is the rotate deflection transformation. Given a point p at distance r from C, define rot (p, V, α) to be the point generated by rotating p an angle α about vector V. Now define the deflection T(p) to be: (2) As with the translate deflector, the rotate deflector preserves the three requirements and is therefore well behaved. Unlike the translate deflector, the rotate deflector has no restrictions on the value of A. Since the rotate deflector moves points in concentric circles perpendicular to V, the rotate transform is 1-1 and onto for any A.
The Scale Deflector
So far we provided tools for local translation and rotation of space. We now add a localized scale operator. We define A scale deflector by a 4-tuple <C, R, I, T> where C is a point in space defining a center of gravity, R is the radius of a sphere (or circle in 2D) centered at C. This sphere defines the gravity field of the deflector. I is a scalar measuring the intensity of the deflector. T is the scale deflection transformation. Given a point p at distance r from C, define the deflection T(p) to be: (3) Note that for I = 0 we get an identity transform. For I > 0 we push rays away from C and thus shrink the objects located at C. For I < 0 we pull rays towards C and thus blow up objects at C. T(p) moves any point p along the straight line connecting p and C. It is easy to show that T is a well behaved deflection transform for I values in the range [-1.0, 1.0]. Figure 4 demonstrates the operation of a scale deflector. Starting with an undeformed area in space we pull rays towards the deflector center of gravity. The visual result is a blown up area near the center of gravity
The Discontinuous Deflector
The previous subsections described a deformation technique limited to the generation of continuous deformation. This subsection introduces a mechanism for generating cuts and cracks through space. Many times we want to introduce slight discontinuities in a model. For instance, we may wish to simulate a knife cutting through a model. The desired deformation in this case is not continuous along the cutting plane. All of the original matter is preserved but is deformed in its position. We now modify the deflection transformation to support such locally discontinuous deformations. Figure 5 shows a deflector function achieving the desired deformation. Part (a) shows a deflector split by a solid line. We deflect the points on the right side to the left and the points on the left side to the right. The immediate possible outcome of this deflector is that the area in the center of the deflector will be sampled twice -by points from both the right and the left side. In this case the deformation will become many-to-1 (not 1-1). Since we only wish to deform space without duplicating information, we have to allow points from the right side of the circle to sample points from the right side only. If a point from the right side of the circle is mapped into the left side of the circle, it does not sample data and behaves as if it hit a hole. Similarly, points from the left side of the circle sample only on the left side of the circle. The visual result is shown in parts (b) and (c). The deformation generates a hole similar to what a cutting knife could have produced. No matter is lost since the original right side of the circle merely shrinks to the right. The same is true for the left side of the circle.
We can follow the path of two rays in Figure 5 . In part (a) two rays passing on both sides of a discontinuous deflector. The rays are deflected to the left and right and cross into the opposite side of the deflector. Since we do not sample when rays cross deflector sides, the rays R 1 and R 2 sample space until they reach point A. They then leap through space and resume sampling when inside the object at point B. The visual result is demonstrated over an MRI head scan in Figure 5c . Figure 9 and Figure 17 show more examples for using a discontinuous deflector. The discontinuous deflector does not meet the requirements of a well behaved deflector because lines crossing the deflector splitting plane are transformed into lines with one point of discontinuity. However, since the discontinuous deflector is merely a combination of two translate deflectors with opposite gravity vectors, we regard it as well behaved if it meets the requirements for each hemisphere. We observe that this discontinuous deflector can also be used to achieve an affine separation of a volume along a separating plane. If we pick a large enough field of gravity (approaching infinity), then the transform generates an almost planar dissection along the cutting plane. The visual result is of a volume cut along a plane and translated linearly away from the plane.
Modeling with Multiple Deflectors
When rendering in a multi-deflector environment, we must impose ordering on the activation of the various deflectors on each ray. We do this by assigning each deflector an index number and transforming each ray by deflectors in increasing index order. For instance, in order to deform the side of a box in Figure 6 
Rendering Deformed Spaces with Ray Casting
Depending on the nature of the data, we trace rays differently. When deforming geometric primitives, we compute the intersection of the deformed ray with the geometry as in traditional ray tracing [5] , when deforming 2D rasters we sample at points along the deformed scan lines, and when deforming 3D rasters, we sample along rays as in traditional volume rendering [9] .
Determining Ray Trajectory
When shooting rays we have to distinguish between two cases: either a ray does not intersect any field of gravity, or it intersects at least one such region. In the first case we need not transform the ray and can trace it as a traditional linear ray. We can do that because the transformation of points outside the field of gravity of any deflector is the identity transform. In the second case, we employ a ray-sphere intersection test to divide a ray into segments that lie inside or outside of a deflector's gravity field. The segments lying inside a deflector field of gravity are deflected into curves, while the segments lying outside any deflector field of gravity are traced as traditional linear rays. The locality of the deflection transform makes it valid to transform only those ray segments that pierce a deflector field of gravity. 
Deforming Ray Segments
When the gravity field of deflectors intersect, we enforce order on the activation of each deflection transformation. We order the deflectors to imitate the work of an artist sculpting a piece of material. We activate deflectors in their index order and accumulate their effect on each sight ray. An artist creating a tubular deformation in Figure 6 will start at deflector d 5 working his way down to deflector d 0 . We are deflecting sight rays instead of objects in space thus the order we impose on deflectors is the reverse of the one the artist picks.
In order to deflect a ray we examine each point along the ray. For a point p along a ray, we define Primary(p) to be the smallest deflector index such that p is in its deflection field of gravity. Given a sight ray, we divide it into segments. For each segment S, all the points p in S have the same Primary(p). For each segment, we transform the sight ray into a curve using the primary deflector. For each point along that curve, we activate deflectors with indices larger than that of the primary deflector in an increasing order of indices. Luckily, we do not have to check every point against every existing deflector. Requirement 2 on the deflection transform assures us that a point along the sight ray can only be deflected within the deflector's field of gravity. Preprocessing all the deflectors in a scene, we maintain, for each deflector, a list of other deflectors with higher indices that intersect its gravity field. These are the only candidates for further deflecting a point p following its deflection by Primary(p). For example, in Figure 8 , a point P 0 , deflected by deflector d 0 into a point P 1 , has to be deflected by deflectors d 1 , d 2 in that order because both intersect the gravity field of d 0 . P 1 is only inside the gravity field of deflector d 2 so we deflect P 1 by deflector d 2 into P 2 . Now we have to consider the deflector d 3 , however, since P 2 is not in the gravity field of d 3 , the final deflection of P 0 is P 2 .
Sampling a Deflected Ray
When objects in space are polygons (See Figure 10) , we seek the first intersection along a ray. We first intersect each ray with the objects in space and with all the spheres defining the deflectors gravity fields. If an intersection with an object occurs along a ray before it enters any deflector field of gravity, we need not bother checking the rest of the ray. However, if the ray first intersects a deflector field of gravity, we start deflecting points along the ray and convert the ray into a polyline. We now look for intersections of space objects with segments along the ray. The first such intersection is the one we use for calculating the resulting color of the ray. We pick small enough steps along the original linear ray to ensure smooth evaluation of the resulting curved ray by line segments. This choice of a step size is similar to the choice of a sub-polygon size when breaking a polygon into a mesh of smaller polygons as done in traditional object deformation algorithms [10] . The smaller the pieces are, the smoother the resulting deformation is.
In volume graphics, we take equidistant steps along each sight ray and sample the volume contents at each step. When stepping along linear segments of a ray, we use standard volume ray tracing techniques. When we trace curved ray segments, we have to take equidistant steps along the resulting deflection curve. We do that by varying the linear distance along a ray segment such that the distance between every two consecutive samples of the volume is constant. Since we map long curved rays into the linear ray, we have to adjust the opacity of each sample to match the linear distance along the original ray. We do that by factoring each sample by the linear distance between two consecutive samples along the original ray.
Calculating the surface normal of deflected areas
When space is deformed, we can no longer use the original surface normals of objects in space. We have to transform the surface normals of objects along a sight ray into our deformed space. For every sample point p = (x, y, z), either an intersection with an object in space or a sample point in a volume, we convert the point normal N to the deformed normal N' as follows: we take three new points p x =(x+ε, y, z), p y = (x, y+ε, z) and p z = (x, y, z+ε), for some small distance ε. 
) -T(x), T(p y ) -T(y) and T(p z ) -T(z) are a basis B' of the deformed 3D space at T(p).
We use these two basis to compute the transformation that maps N to N'. This transform is valid because T is continuous and derivable. Therefore, in a small enough neighborhood of any point p, we can assume constant deformation of the normal. Since the basis B' is not orthogonal, we can not use the transformation directly on the surface normal. We have to pick two linearly independent tangent vectors in B, transform them to B' and construct the deformed surface normal N' out of the transformed tangent vectors. In this context we take T(p) to be the transform of a point p by all deflectors in space. This means that the new normal N' is the correct normal under any number of continuous deflectors. We observe a single case where the above normal calculation does not work. When using the discontinuous deflector, we utilize a slower normal calculation along the discontinuous part of the deflector. When tracing a sight ray we detect transitions from a non-sampling ray to a sampling ray. These transitions require more attention to the normal calculation. For a sample point p = (x, y, z) along a ray, where the previous point was a non-sample point, we pick points p x =(x+ε, y, z), p y = (x, y+ε, z) and p z = (x, y, z+ε), for some small distance ε as before. This time, we sample space at T(p x ), T(p y ) and T(p z ). We use these samples to estimate the normal at p. This method is more expansive computationally because we have to sample space three more times. However, we use this method only along the discontinuity surfaces of a discontinuous deflector. A simpler and faster approach could match the last deflected ray segment S' with it's un-deflected counterpart S. We could rotate the normal about the cross product of S' and S. However, this would leave one degree of freedom, namely -rotation about S. Therefore, we have to employ the more complex method described above.
Rendering Deformed Spaces with Slicing
Hardware Assisted Volume Rendering using Slicing
Commercially available texture mapping hardware allows mapping of three dimensional rasters (volumes) on polygons. These three dimensional rasters (called 3D texture maps) are mapped onto polygons in 3D space using either zero order or first order interpolation. In order to map a 3D raster onto a given polygon, we have to set a mapping from polygon vertices to 3D raster space. The graphic hardware interpolates the mapping across a polygon based on the mapping of the vertices. When rendering a single polygon, we get a slice through the 3D raster. By rendering many parallel polygons, slicing the volume and perpendicular to the view direction one generates a view of a rectangular volume data set [4] . Rendering these polygons from back to front and blending them into the frame buffer generates a correct image of the volume. We note that the slicing polygons are the rendering agents in the slicing method. Figure 11a shows a stack of parallel polygons slicing through a 3D raster. Figure 11b shows an actual result when applying the discussed volume rendering technique on a volume containing an MRI scan of a human head. The slicing technique does not support an illumination model and therefore we have to shade the model before rendering. The accuracy of the resulting image depends on the number of slices we render.
Extending to Volume Deformation
We observe that the operation of mapping a three dimensional raster onto a polygon in space generates a sample of space. The slicing polygons are in fact rendering agents and the samples they provide determine the part of space that we sample. Similar to the ray deflection method, we assign to each point on the rendering agent, a point in a 3D raster. Both a polygon vertex and a point along a sight ray are points on a rendering agent. Both a three dimensional texture map and an undeformed volume are 3D rasters -articulations of the contents of space. The main difference between the two methods is that hardware assisted volume rendering uses linear interpolation for calculating the mapping across polygons while ray deflection calculates the mapping of each point in space independently. In an average deformed volume, the mapping of points across a polygon is not even close to a linear interpolation of the deformed (a) (b) vertices. In order to use the hardware assisted volume rendering technique for volume deformation, we must compensate for the difference between the two mapping techniques. We compensate for the linear interpolation by tessellating the every slicing polygons into a set of smaller polygons (see Figure 12a ). The tessellation limits the extent of the linear interpolation and provides better control of the deformation. The tessellation generates an obvious trade-off between the granularity of polygon tessellation and the visual quality of the resulting images. The finer the tessellation is, the more accurate our approximation of the deformation is, and the more computationally intensive the drawing process is. We note that the tessellation is useful for rendering any continuous deformation of the volume. A straight forward tessellation assigns a point of the volume to each and every point of the polygon. We cannot generate discontinuous deformations where some points on a polygon end up as non-sample points. Thus, so far we can only render volumes deformed by our continuous ray deflectors. The next sub-section will extend the hardware assisted technique to support discontinuous deformations. Given a model that went through a deformation, we often wish to view it from multiple view points. If the view vectors that correspond to these view points are not far from being perpendicular to the slices, we can use the same slices for multiple frames. Our experiments show that within a cone of at least 40 degrees around the perpendicular to the slices, we see very little degradation in the visual quality. This means that when deflector positions are static, we can re-calculate the user perpendicular slices only when we change our view direction by more than 40 degrees away from the perpendicular to the slices. For heavily deformed scenes, this frees a lot of host-CPU time and rendering rates become much faster.
Generating correct triangle strips for discontinuous deformation
When the deflection transform includes discontinuous deflectors, some of the vertices we transform become nonsampling. Since we use the graphic hardware for interpolating texture coordinates between tessellated triangle vertices, we must eliminate the non-sampling vertices and correct the triangles in the tessellation. Figure 13a shows a tessellation with non-sampling vertices. Part (b) shows the desired tessellation after we remove the non-sampling vertices and limit our rendering to sampled areas. We adapt a triangle mesh clipping algorithm [12] in order to clip out the non-sampling areas. The triangle mesh clipping algorithm clips a triangle mesh by a half plane. It steps along a triangle mesh and assigns each triangle with a code. This code is based on which vertices are clipped in and out. We perform a similar traversal along a triangle mesh and assign each triangle with a code based on which of its vertices are sampled and non-sampled. The triangle mesh clipping algorithm continues by modifying the mesh and clipping edges with endpoints on different sides of the clipping planes. In our adaptation of the algorithm, we have no direct means for clipping an edge between a sampling vertex and a non-sampling vertex. We resort to a numerical method: we perform a binary search along an edge until we are close enough to the transition between sampling points and non-sampling points along an edge. Since we have control over the tessellation density, we know exactly how many search steps are required in order to assure any desired error bound. Figure 14 shows examples of a discontinuous deformation of an MRI head scan and of a set of concentric spheres. Figure 16 shows combinations of continuous and discontinuous deflectors.
Acceleration results
The rendering speed of our hardware assisted volume deformation technique depends on many factors. This section summarizes these factors and their influence on rendering speeds, and provides timing results from our implementation on a Silicon Graphics Crimson with Reality Engine graphic hardware, running R4000 at 100MHz. We begin with a summary of the factors affecting rendering speed. In our summary we refer to three major components (see Figure 15 ) in our rendering model: (i) The host CPU where slicing, tessellation, and deflection calculations take place, (ii) the geometry subsystem where the graphic hardware transforms each vertex from object space into screen space, and (iii) the polygon rasterizing subsystem which scan converts polygons and generates pixels in the frame buffer. This simple model of a rendering pipeline loosely describes the hardware implementation of the Silicon Graphics graphic pipeline.
• Slicing density: The number of slices through the volume. This measure affects the quality of the final image. A 
Host CPU
• Calculate slices through volume.
• Tessellate polygons.
• Calculate vertex deflection.
Geometry Subsystem
• Transform vertices from object space to screen space
Rasterizing Subsystem
• Scan convert polygons into frame buffer while sampling the volume. small number of slices generates an under-sampled image of the 3D raster. A high number of slices affects all the components in our model of a rendering system: It affects the host CPU because it has to tessellate each one of the slices and calculate the ray deflection transform for each tessellated vertex. It affects the geometry subsystem because it generates more vertices to be transformed from object space to screen space, and it affects the polygon rasterizing subsystem because it forces it to scan convert more pixels into the frame buffer.
• Tessellation density: We measure this factor by the maximum size of a triangle edge in the final tessellation of each slice. The denser the tessellation is, the more triangles we have to render, and the more vertices we have to deform. This results in slowing down the host CPU and the geometry subsystem. We note that although a denser tessellation generates more triangles and slows down the geometry subsystem, the total size of these tessellated triangles in pixels is constant and therefore, a denser tessellation does not affect the rasterizing subsystem.
• Graphic window size: The larger the graphic window is, the more pixels the polygon rasterizing subsystem has to scan convert. This factor affects only the polygon rasterizing hardware.
• Deformation complexity: The number of deflection steps each vertex has to go through until it reaches its destination in texture coordinates. We present two numbers as a measure for the complexity of the deformation: One is the total number of ray deflectors in the scene, and the other is the sum of the volumes of all ray deflector fields of gravity divided by the volume of the dataset. The first measure gives a general notion of the complexity of the deformation while the second measure shows the average number of deflection steps for each point (vertex) in space. This factor affects the host CPU in our model of computation. The larger the deflector fields of gravity are, the higher the chances that a vertex will be deflected by them. We note that the rasterizing subsystem performs equally for complex and simple deformations. The interpolation speed of texture coordinates across polygons is independent of the complexity of the deformation.
Our implementation runs on Silicon Graphics workstations with 3D texture capabilities. We supply results for a Crimson with Reality Engine hardware, running a single R4000 CPU at 100MHz. Our implementation uses the largest single 3D texture map that fits in the graphic hardware texture memory. In our Reality Engine, we can fit a 128x128x64 3D texture map entirely in texture memory, thus all our results refer to this 3D texture map. We expect no penalty when running our software on a machine with larger texture memory as our implementation does not depend on the volume size. Each result includes the four measures affecting performance as well as the resulting frame rate. For each test we also provide a measure of the frame rate when we only re-render, possibly from a different view point, the same set of deformed vertices, without recalculating the deformation. This measure isolates the graphic hardware performance and is useful for applications where we do not need to re-calculate the slicing every frame, such as in biomedical applications where one can expect that most of the interaction time will be devoted to steering and navigation rather then actual object manipulation and deformation. This measure also suggests that running on a multiprocessor machine, we could allocated a separate processor for calculating the slicing, the tessellation, and the deflection. This will effectively 'hide' the CPU overhead and achieve the stated 'no recalculation' performance even for the case that deformations are recalculated for each frame. Table 1 presents timing for the slicing algorithm with no deformation. We note that the dominating factor is pixel fill rate. The host CPU has no effect because the frame rate is constant whether we recalculate slicing every frame or not. We present these measurements for reference purposes. Table 2 presents results for a 'mild' deformation. For this experiment we chose the set of deflectors we used for generating Figure 16b . Test case 4 is a base case. We show the influence each factor has on frame rate by isolating the changes in number of slices (case 5), tessellation density (case 6 and case 7) and window size (case 8). Table 3 presents results for a scene with 'major' deformation. For this experiment we randomly chose a set of deflectors generating the required deformation complexity. As can be expected, the difference between the two right most columns is larger here than in the 'mild' deformation cases. A 'Major' deformation doesn't affect the number of triangles or the number of pixels. It affects the host CPU alone. In test cases 10 through 13 we change, one at a time, the parameters used to generate case 9. We observe that even the slowest test case runs at more than one frame per second when we do not re-calculate the slicing.
Discussion
We presented implementations of space deformation under two rendering methods: ray casting and slicing. Each one of these methods employs rendering agents that we can deform: In ray casting we deformed sight rays and in slicing we deformed the mapping of texture on slices. While deflection with slices is limited to the deformation of volume data, deflection with rays can deform any type of objects that can be rendered with ray casting (tracing).
When the model is relatively small (e.g., a simple polymesh) it is cheaper to deform the model than to compute the sample points inside the deflectors gravity field. In addition, if one deforms an object once and then animates some global parameter such as camera position, lighting, object position and orientation (but not its shape), it is probably preferable to deform the model once and then repeatedly render it with a traditional surface renderer. For example, in a ray tracing implementation, a binary volume of size N×N×N (e.g. N=128) voxels, containing a binary box of size (N-2)×(N-2)×(N-2) undergoes a static deformation. Assume the ray deflector method requires an average of d deflectors to express the deformation of a single point. We calculate the number of basic operations required to generate n frames using the ray deflector method and a traditional re-sampling method: In the traditional method we have to calculate a new volume containing the deformed model once. For each voxel we calculate the deformation once, hence we spend N 3 deformation calculations. In the ray deflection method we only deform a sample if it is visible. Therefore we only deform the portion of space that rays traverse. Assuming image size N×N, we apply the deformation transform twice on each ray because it hits the solid box after two steps. Therefore, for a single frame we spend 2dN 2 computations of the deformation. This means that we can draw N/2d frames before we reach the number of computations of the traditional techniques. However, is we render a volume containing an almost transparent 3 operations per frame because the deformation changes every frame. The ray deflector method has to perform d times the number of visible voxels in the scene. This number may be higher or lower than N 3 depending on the content of the volume. The same examples in the hardware assisted renderer require even fewer computations. Since the hardware assisted approach performs a piecewise linear interpolation of the deformation across triangles, we have to apply the deformation transform only to vertices. The number of vertices in the examples in section 6.4 is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of voxels in the volume, therefore we spend a lot fewer transform computations than traditional methods. Another drawback in our approach is the lack of a simple inverse to the deflector transformation. The consecutive activation of two deflectors with identical gravity fields and opposite direction vectors does not result in an identity transform. This property is very easy to overcome when sculpting a model interactively. A sculptor can move any portion of space smoothly and therefore does not require an exact inverse to any part of a deflector. Our deformation technique is defined only on spheres. Nevertheless, since any compact closed region of space can be approximated by spheres of varying sizes, we can describe any deformation as a collection of sphere deflectors. This will increase the number of deflectors in a scene but will allow more freedom in the deformation. On the other hand, our technique exhibits attractive characteristics. When deforming polygons, traditional techniques break them down into a mesh of smaller polygons and deform their vertices [10] . Many of the smaller polygons may not contribute to the final image because they are hidden by other polygons in space. Moreover, polygons that lie farther away from the eye need not be subdivided into as many polygons as the closer polygons. In our technique, using ray tracing, there is no need to subdivide the polygons at all. Nevertheless, we provide level of detail that is equivalent to the one achieved when a model is subdivided to the extent that each ray intersects a different polygon. Techniques for volume deformations [6, 7] deform and re-sample the entire volume every time the deformation changes. Our ray casting implementation deforms only those parts of the volume that participate in the generation of the result image pixels. Parts of the data set that are hidden behind opaque voxels are neither deformed nor sampled.
In volume graphics, traditional deformation techniques involve re-sampling the volume. When a large area in a data set is deformed into a small one, either data is lost or a volume of a larger size is created. Our technique maintains all the original data with no re-sampling using both rendering schemes. Since our ray deflection method deforms sight rays rather than objects, we can deform any object that a ray can intersect, saving an implementation of a specific deformation procedure for each object type. In addition, our technique is dimension independent. It can be restricted to two dimensional images or extended to higher dimensions. In two dimensions we can use deflectors as a modeling primitive for image warping. Unlike existing methods, deflector based deformation is much more intuitive as a modeling tool. Existing methods deform the space somewhat indirectly by moving grid points [16] or vectors [3] , an extremely laborious operation in 3D. Our approach, on the other hand, simulates the process of creating a sculpture by deforming an initial set of objects in space using a sequence of local deformations. Our hardware assisted volume deformation implementation offers very attractive rendering rates. It enables interactive sculpting of volumes by directly pushing and pulling 
points of the object. In our implementation we use a 3D tracking device called MicroScribe (by Immersion technologies). We use this 3D locator to place single deflectors or chains of deflectors in space. We use two keystrokes to signal the start and end of a chain of deflectors. Between these keystrokes, we generate a chain of deflectors starting at the current locator position and pulling rays into the starting position. The result shows up on the screen in real time as the user moves the 3D locator. This makes the sculpting process simple and intuitive.
Comparing volume deformation in ray casting and in slicing we observe that although the ray casting technique does not achieve interactive rates, it supports a more accurate illumination model. By using slicing instead of ray casting we gain speed but loose illumination quality. Finally, our technique makes it very easy to compose deformations. Other deformation techniques for polygonal meshes have to perform complex polygon tessellation when a part of the scene participates in more than one deformation operation. Our technique can easily compose deformations of large portions of space onto deformation of small ones and vice versa.
Future Plans
In the future, we plan to investigate deflectors with more complex shapes than spheres and different deflection operators such as higher order gravity functions. In volume graphics, we wish to improve our sampling technique by using a mip-mapped version of the volume [15] . We plan to improve the piecewise-linear approximation of the deformation in the hardware assisted slicing technique by generating an adaptive tessellation. Such tessellation will be denser at areas where the deflection function has a high derivative and sparser elsewhere. This way we will provide a better utilization of the texture mapping hardware. We plan to develop a physically based model for deflector placement. Given previous knowledge of the material at each point in space, we can take an input force specified by the user and convert it into a set of ray deflectors that provide an approximation of the true object deformation. For example, assume a user is applying a force to a medical data set. By making sure the generated deflectors do not overlap with bone tissue we immediately limit the resulting deformation to soft tissue.
Conclusions
We have introduced new techniques for modeling and rendering both continuous and discontinuous space deformations. Our techniques embed the deformation transformation into the rendering process using either ray casting or slicing. We deform space by deforming the rendering agents − the primitives used for sampling space and generating the resulting images. In ray casting we deform sight rays into curves and in slicing we deform the mapping of texture on slicing planes. The techniques operate locally, and so enable traditional rendering of undeformed parts of space. We presented an implementation of deflector based deformation for ray casting and for hardware assisted slicing. When deforming volume data with slicing on a mid-range graphics workstation we achieve interactive rendering rates. We demonstrated the application of the deflector based deformation technique to spaces containing volumes and polygons.
